
  

Trade Desk Massive Trade Positions for Upside 

Ticker/Price: TTD ($428) 

 

Analysis: 

Trade Desk (TTD) with a massive trade on 7/16 as 4000 October $365 calls bought to open at the $94.40 offer for 

over $37.5M, and possible the same trader that rode 10,000 July $270 calls from 12/18/2019 before closing out 

recently. TTD has also seen a lot of married put trades open in August and November recently. TTD shares have pulled 

back this week with the rest of the Tech growth name and holding right near the rising 21 day moving average, still quite 

extended from its key breakout in May, and the next Fibonacci extension target is up at $543.50 while the weekly trend 

extension gives room to $640 by October. The $20.1B omnichannel software provider for data-driven digital advertising 

that is disrupting a massive industry and is trading 21X FY21 EV/Sales with revenues rising 55% in 2018 and 38.5% in 

2019 while estimates see just 3.5% growth in 2020 due to COVID and then recovering to 35% growth in 2021. TTD 

provides a platform for ad buyers and allows for targeted digital ads, a booming industry as traditional ad dollars shift to 

this platform. The global ad spend market is $725B and the shift to digital is in the early innings with the future of 

media being digital and programmatic. TTD has also built a data management platform allowing for advertising buyers 

to make smarter decisions. It is seeing record spending trends in connected TV and is a self-service omnichannel while 

also being profitable since 2013. TTD has a long runway for growth as a leading player in a major secular growth trend. 

At the Needham conference TTD noted the $500B TAM potential has been brought forward by COVID and competitors 

are going out of business allowing for more market share gains. Analysts have an average target of $330 and short 

interest remains high at 17.6% of the float. Needham raised its target to $475 from $370 on 6/22 seeing it a winner in 

the pandemic and a key disruptor of a massive industry. Hedge Fund ownership surged 30.75% in Q1 filings.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: TTD has been a top ten favorite name in the entire market and continue to love this long-term 

growth story, name to be accumulating on these pullbacks.   

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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